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CANADA: THE FIRST ISSUES ON LAID PAPER
Each of the three designs established a philatelic first: The first land animal; the first appearance of Prince Albert; and the first use of the Alfred Chalon portrait of Queen Victoria.
All three stamps were engraved by Alfred Jones and printed by Rawdon, Wright, Hatch and
Edson of New York. The paper was supplied by Ivy Mills of Chester, Pennsylvania and all
was hand-made varying in thickness from very thin to somewhat stout. The laid lines range
from easily seen to virtually invisible. However characteristics of the Ivy Mills paper allow
one to distinguish the early laid papers with no visible laid lines from the later wove papers.
The scarcity of the twelve penny is an oft-told tale. 51,000 were printed but lack of demand
meant only 1510 were distributed to Post Oﬃces and of these at least 60 were returned (see
below). After a change in postal rates there was even less need for a 12 penny stamp and the
undistributed inventory of 49,490 were destroyed on or about May 1, 1857.
The Marquis of Lorne served as Governor General 1878-83 and apparently informed Canadian Oﬃcials that his travels and other duties has severely depleted his financial resources.
There is no record of any payment but for several decades after he left Canada the Marquis
(later Duke of Argyll) discretely met with Charles Phillips of Stanley Gibbons. Following the
meeting, Phillips would be able to oﬀer up to five mint, nice quality twelve penny blacks to
his clientele. It is interesting to note that late in the nineteenth century a thousand pounds
would buy a respectable house and today the value of a twelve penny black will buy house
at least in some parts of Canada. The importance of this arrangement is that stamp collectors
have at least several dozen very nice quality stamps of the very desirable twelve penny black
to chose from.
It might be decades before the next opportunity to buy all three of the mint laid paper stamps
in this quality comes up again.

6

1

(*) 1851 3d orange red Beaver Imperforate on Laid Paper.



Canada’s first stamp, a three penny value paying the domestic rate and showing a beaver was engraved by Alfred Jones using a very
similar design proposed by (later Sir) Sanford Fleming. One census of unused mint laid paper three penny beavers put the number at 18.
Although this might be a little bit low, unfortunately many of these are cut into or have faults and some are in institutional collections. It is
likely that fewer than a handful of very fine four margin number ones are in private collections.
This stamp has two Certificates of Authenticity: A 1985 Greene Foundation Certificate states”...Mint, O.G., genuine...” and a 2015 Greene
Foundation Certificate states ...”#1a, unused, on laid paper, orange red shade, genuine in all respects”. It is unclear to us what happened
to the gum after 1985 but assume that the authenticity of the “original gum” was questioned and a previous owner soaked off the gum.
For the record there is a tiny faint crease entirely in the lower right margin which was not mentioned in either certificate; this could be
literally cut away and there would still be four full large margins.
This stamp with fresh colour and full margins is a very rare example of a very fine Canada’s first stamp.
.......................................................................................................................................................................................... Unitrade #1a $60,000
...........................................................................................................................................................................................Scott #1a US$40,000
.............................................................................................................................................................................Stanley Gibbons #1a £38,000

7

2

(*) 1851 6d brown purple Consort Imperforate on Laid Paper.

Canada’s second stamp, the six penny paying the rate to USA or double domestic, features Queen Victoria’s Consort Prince Albert was
engraved by Alfred Jones using several sources. This stamp is significantly scarcer in used condition than the beaver and also even rarer
in unused condition than the three penny.
This stamp has two Certificates of Authenticity, both from the Greene Foundation. The first from 1994 and second from 2015 states “...2b
unused on laid paper, brown purple shade, genuine in all respects.” Neither Certificate mentions the droplet of printers’ ink in the upper
right corner.
This stamp with deep fresh colour and full margins is a very rare example of a very fine Canada’s second stamp.
..........................................................................................................................................................................................Unitrade #2b $60,000
...........................................................................................................................................................................................Scott #2b US$40,000
............................................................................................................................................................................... Stanley Gibbons #3 £50,000

8

3 (*) 1851 12d black Queen Victoria Imperforate on Laid Paper.



The twelve penny was recognized from the earliest days of philately as rare and desirable. The Chalon portrait was copied by Bahamas,
Queensland, Tasmania, New Zealand, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia as well as other British Colonies.
This stamp was sold by Charles Phillips and was owned by Charles Lathrop Pack as the top stamp in a vertical pair. It is position 60 within a
plate of 100. The pair was sold at auction in 1944 and again in 1959 but by 1976 it had been separated and received a Certificate from Herbert
Bloch. With deep colour and a clear distinct impression, four large margins, full original gum lightly hinged, easily visible laid lines, fresh in all
respects and a full sheet margin at right put this stamp in the first rank. Among the very fine mint twelve penny stamps, there are usually three
which are regarded as being the most desirable. The full sheet margin of this gem compares favourably with another exceptional twelve penny,
the Dale-Lichtenstein single from position 80 with an irregular sheet margin. As a result a number of advanced collectors confirm the opinion
that the example from the Outaouais Collection is the most desirable and best of the best.
This stamp has three Certificates of Authenticity. These are from 1976 the Friedl Expert Committee, 1983 Greene Foundation, and 2013
Greene Foundation “Scott No. 3, mint, O.G., position 60, genuine in all respects.”
..........................................................................................................................................................................................Unitrade #3 $300,000
...........................................................................................................................................................................................Scott #3 US$175,000
.............................................................................................................................................................................Stanley Gibbons #4 £200,000
Provenance:
1944 Harmer, Rooke (New York) the “Charles Lathrop Pack Collection”, lot 26. Pair (from which this is the top stamp).
1959 Robert Siegel Auctions Lot 27, Pair (from which this is the top stamp).
1977 Maresch & Son Private Treaty sale.
1983 Harmers of New York Inc. “The Provenance Collection of BNA”, Lot 2062.
1997 Maresch & Son Sale 322, lot 102.
The “Charles Lathrop Pack Pair” is illustrated (Plate IV) and discussed in the 1911 edition of Canada Its Postage Stamps and Postal
Stationery by Clifton A. Howes B. Sc, FRPSL. Illustration courtesy of Harmer, Rooke & Co. “Charles Lathrop Pack Collection”
catalogue, December 6-8, 1944, Lot 26.

9

Province of Canada
Pence Issues Scott #1-13

8

4

 #1 1851 3d red Beaver Imperforate, on Laid Paper, used
with bold centrally struck target cancel, very clear laid lines,
with very large and even margins all around, very fine. Accompanied by a 2001 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,600

5

 #1 1851 3d red Beaver Imperforate, on Laid Paper, on
Cover, mailed Québec City on AUG.20.1852 and addressed to
Coaticook (in the Eastern Townships, a rare destination in this
period and could be unique), with dateless receiver on back,
in red. Franked with a 4-margin (including 3 large) laid paper
imperforate, tied to cover by a bold target, which has been
removed to confirm laid lines and hinged back. Cover is a tiny
bit stained and there is an opening tear on the back flap, still
an appealing cover franked with Canada’s first stamp. Accompanied by a 2016 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

6

7

10

8

 #2b 1851 6d greyish purple Consort Imperforate, on Laid
Paper, With No Visible Laid Lines, used with a target cancel,
margins are all clear, from close at bottom to large at left and
top, fine-very fine. This unlisted paper variety is well known by
specialists, with some arguing that it should deserve its own
catalogue number. Accompanied by a 1979 Philatelic Foundation certificate erroneously identifying the stamp as a #5a.
Ex. Henry S. Schneider
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,800

9

E/P #3Pi 1851 12d black Queen Victoria Plate Proof, with
Vertical SPECIMEN Overprint in Carmine, a lovely block of
eight on card-mounted India paper, fresh and very fine. A
stunning block, and certainly one of the great showpieces of
Canadian philately. This item would certainly form the cornerstone of a proof collection.
.....................................................................Unitrade $20,000

10

E/P #3Pii 1851 12d black Queen Victoria Plate Proof, with
Diagonal SPECIMEN Overprint in Carmine, a horizontal pair
on India paper, quite fresh and very fine. A rare and seldom
offered proof, especially so in a multiple.
.....................................................................Unitrade $10,000

11

(*) #4 1852 3d red Beaver Imperforate, unused (no gum)
with three large margins, close at left, with a strong impression and bright colour, very fine. Small owner’s handstamp on
back and accompanied by a 2009 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,625

7

4

 #1a 1851 3d orange red Beaver Imperforate, on Laid Paper, a lovely used horizontal strip of four, with ideal and clear
target cancels on each stamp. Margins are mostly very large
all around (close in two places) and the laid lines are quite
clear, very fine. Accompanied by a 2015 Greene Foundation
certificate stating “tiny tear between 1st and 2nd stamp, vertical folds between two stamps”. An outstanding and desirable multiple, worthy of the finest collections. Ex. Ed Richardson.
....................................................................... Unitrade $6,400
 #2 1851 6d slate violet Consort Imperforate, on Laid Paper, used with light target cancel and possessing four full to
huge margins. A fresh stamp, extremely fine. Accompanied by
a 2011 Greene Foundation certificate. Ex. Cantor collection.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

11

15

12
12

13

 #4 var 1852 3c red Beaver Imperforate, used with bold
target cancel on small piece, four large to clear margins,
showing a short entry at right, from position A88. A striking
variety, quite clear and unusual. Very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

15

 #4 1852 3d brown red Beaver Imperforate, used with
large part Montreal L.C. cancel dated OC 13, 1853. Four large
to clear margins and fresh, with a small corner crease at top
left, still very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $350

 #4 1850s 3d red Beaver Imperforate Collection of four
mostly 4 margin stamps, each cancelled with part of a c.d.s.
datestamp, from Cobourg (x2), London and Spring Hill NS
(quite rare and believed to be unique on this stamp - see
write-up). Accompanied by a description by Bileski explaining the history behind these particular stamps, the fact that
they were on display at the National Philatelic Museum and
explaining how difficult, even rare it is to obtain nice c.d.s.
cancels on Pence issues. Apparently, when the collection was
purchased long ago, the buyer paid double the catalogue
value for these, which Bileski thought was a bargain. Postal
regulations of the period instructed postmasters to use an
obliterator to cancel stamps, and use a datestamp elsewhere
on the cover to date it. Ex. Dr. Richard Solomon.
.................................................................................... Est $600

16
16

 #4c 1852 3d red Beaver Imperforate, on Ribbed Soft
Wove Paper, used with light target cancel, with three large
margins, close at bottom. There is a part plate inscription in
the right margin, fine. Accompanied by a 2003 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $400

17

 #4c 1858 Pair of 3d Beaver Imperforates on Cover,
mailed at St Hyacinthe C.E. on March 30, 1858 and addressed to Germantown Tennessee, with a March 30 Montreal transit on back. Franked with a horizontal pair of 3c imperforate Beavers on ribbed, soft wove paper (4 margins, close
at right and vertical tear on right stamp) tied by two target
obliterators. Two markings in red are a “PAID” (crossed-out)
and “10” handstamp. Tear on back flap, still very fine appearing cover and accompanied by a 2016 Greene Foundation
certificate.
.................................................................................... Est $300

18

 #4d 1852 3d orange red Beaver Imperforate, on Thin
Crisp Paper, used with scarce c.d.s. cancel from Brockville.
The stamp has three clear margins, touching the outer frameline at bottom. Fine, and quite difficult to find these stamps
with c.d.s. cancels.
.................................................................................... Est $150

19
14

 #4 1852 3d bright red Beaver Imperforate, a lovely used
strip of four with target cancels on all stamps and large, even
margins all around, very fine. Previously identified by owner as
being from plate positions A12 to A15. A desirable multiple of
this stamp.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

18

20

19

 #4F 3d red Beaver Oneglia Forgery, cancelled by his usual oval grid, with four large margins, very fine..
.................................................................................... Est $100

20

 #4v 1852 3d deep red Beaver Imperforate, on Thick Hard
Paper, used with light target cancel, four well clear to large
margins. A lovely and fresh stamp, with crisp impression, very
fine. Accompanied by a 2017 Greene Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

11

Pence Issues continued

21
21

22

22

 #5 1855 6d slate grey Consort Imperforate, used with
lightly struck Toronto square grid cancel, four large to huge
margins, showing part of the next stamp at top, extremely
fine. Accompanied by a 1994 Philatelic Foundation certificate
and a 1995 P.S.E. certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,600
(*) #5b 1855 6d greenish grey Consort Imperforate, unused (no gum) with large margins, fresh colour and very fine.
Accompanied by a 1982 R.P.S. (London) certificate stating
“stained” which is actually an almost imperceptible hinge
mark on back. A rare unused stamp, especially in this condition, with likely fewer than a dozen unused examples known.
Ex. “Montclair” collection.
.....................................................................Unitrade $35,000

23

 #5b 1855 6d greenish grey Consort Imperforate, used
with light cancel and four clear to large margins. Deep colour
and very fine. Accompanied by a 2013 Greene Foundation
certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,600

24

 #7 1855 10d blue Cartier Imperforate, used with light
cancel and four very large margins. A truly remarkable stamp,
extremely fine. Accompanied by a 2016 PSE certificate grading it as “XF 90”. For the connoisseur of fine stamps.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,400

26

25

E/P #7P8 ca. 1868 10d Cartier Proof from the ABN Co
Trade Sample Sheet, in grayish-lilac (Higgins & Gage #15C3),
on horizontal mesh wove paper. Large margins and very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $350

26

 #8 1857 ½d rose Queen Victoria Imperforate, used with
part dated cancel, four clear margins (close at top right).
Deep colour, detailed impression and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

12

28

27

 #8i 1857 ½d lilac rose Queen Victoria Imperforate, a
used vertical pair with 4-ring numeral cancels, cut into on
both sides but showing large margins at top and bottom.
There are a few small tears at left top and centre, mostly away
from the design, else very good.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

28

(*) #10 1857 6d reddish purple Consort Imperforate, on
Thick Soft Paper, unused (no gum) with mostly clear margins
and a sharp impression on fresh paper, fine. Accompanied by
a 1970 Philatelic Foundation certificate and a 2016 Greene
Foundation certificate, both stating “tiny thin at top right corner”. A true rarity with fewer than twenty or so unused examples recorded.
.....................................................................Unitrade $18,000

24

23

25

27

29

30

29

 #11 1858 ½d rose Queen Victoria Perforated 11¾, used
with indistinct (possibly #41) 4-ring numeral cancel. Relatively well centered for issue, with only a couple of perf issues,
still fine-very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,750

30

 #11 1858 ½d rose Queen Victoria, Perforated 11¾, used
with an ideal strike of the “FREE” handstamp, rarely used as
a cancel. A nice stamp with intact perforations, just touching
outer frameline at bottom and just cutting into at right. Fine.
Accompanied by a 2010 Greene Foundation certificate. Ex.
Dale-Lichtenstein Sale 5, Lot 545.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000

31

 #12 1859 3c red Beaver, Perforated 11¾, used with indistinct cancel, two large margins plus two where the perforations are just touching the outer frameline. There is a small
stain traversing the paper just above the beaver’s head, else
fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

35
35

* #18 1859 12½c yellow green Queen Victoria, unused
(no gum), with fresh colour, a nice offset on reverse and well
centered for issue. Top perforations are slightly soiled, still a
lovely stamp, fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

36

E/P #19TCii 1864 17c Cartier Trial Colour Proof in Orange
Yellow, with four clear margins, fresh and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $400

37

E/P #20TCii 1859 2c Queen Victoria Trial Colour Plate
Proof in Green, on card-mounted India paper, with four clear
margins, showing the dash in lower right “2” plate variety,
very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $400

Cents Issue Scott #14-20

32

 #14 1862 1c Queen Victoria Newspaper Usage, the top
part of The Globe newspaper forwarded to Mr. John Fleming
in Dundas from an agent in Galt, as evidenced by the 4-ring
numeral #13 tying the stamp. The 1c Queen Victoria First
Cents issue is quite fresh, with deep colour and has many
perforation disks remaining. Ex. Daniel Cantor collection, lot
299 of his 2011 sale.
.................................................................................... Est $250

x33

Large Queens Scott #21-33

34

33

(*) #14, 15 1859 1c and 5c Values, the 1c has deep fresh
colour and what appears like part original gum, but has a
pulled perf and toning at top left. The 5c appears to also have
part original gum but has pencil lines on back and irregular
perforations. A useful duo.
.................................................................................... Est $100

34

* #17b 1859 10c pale brown Consort, unused (no gum),
centered to right, still with crisp impression and fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $800

36

x38

40

38

*/(*) #21/30 1868 Group of Four Mint or Unused Large
Queens, with #21 (four large margins, no gum and very fine),
#28 (fine centered with no gum and some irregular perfs),
#29 (fine-very fine, with original gum which has been disturbed, short perf at top) and #30 (original gum, hinged with
a short corner else very fine)
.................................................................................... Est $100

39

 #21iv/30 Collection of 44 Used Large Queens, neatly
displayed on two stock sheets with each stamp identified by
perforation, paper, colour and plate varieties. With ½c (5), 1c
brown red, 1c yellow orange, 2c green (6), 3c red (5), 5c olive
green (2), 6c brown (8), 12½c blue (2), 15c (14). Mostly fine
or better.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,647

40

(*) #22 1868 1c brown red Large Queen, unused
(regummed), with bright colour and fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $400

13

Large Queens continued
41

46

 #22/29 Group of Four Used Large Queen Pairs, with the
1c brown red, 6c yellow brown (with 1870 Ottawa duplex),
12½c blue and 15c grey violet (with dated Kingston c.d.s.). A
lovely group, catalogued as all fine-very fine. 
...........................................................................Unitrade $830

(*) #24b 1868 2c deep green Large Queen, on Thin Paper,
unused (regummed), fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

47

42
42

43

47

 #27ii 1868 6c yellow brown Large Queen, on Soft White
Paper, used with light but readable 2-ring numeral 7 obliterator, well centered with rich colour and a crisp impression.
Pinhole and a couple of clipped perfs at upper left, very fine
appearance.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,250

48

 #28i 1868 12½c milky blue Large Queen, used with ideal
strike of the 2-ring numeral 6 (London), very fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade $180

43

(*) #22a 1868 1c brown red Large Queen, on Watermarked
Paper, unused (no gum) and showing full letters “CL” of watermark, fine. Accompanied by a 2016 Greene Foundation certificate stating “residue adhesion on reverse, corner creases
at lower left” and does not mention the irregular perfs at top.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000
* #24 1868 2c green Large Queen, mint, with original
hinged gum, fine. Accompanied by a 1980 Philatelic Foundation certificate not mentioning the short perforations at top
(which the stamp did not have at time of certification). Ex.
Chaplin.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

49

44

* #24 1868 2c green Large Queen, mint horizontal pair,
with full original gum, hinged. A very fine pair, accompanied
by a 2005 Greene Foundation certificate stating “slight gum
disturbance” which should normally only be described as a
hinge mark. Tiny owner’s handstamp on left stamp. Quite attractive.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,600

45
45

14

48

46

(*) #24a 1868 2c green Large Queen, on Watermarked Paper, unused (regummed) showing letters “HA” of watermark,
fine. Accompanied by a (pink) Greene Foundation certificate
stating “regummed and reperforated at bottom”.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

50

49

 #30 1898 15c grey violet Large Queen, used with ideally
struck Ottawa c.d.s. dated MAR.26.1898. The stamp is also
very well centered, fresh and extremely fine. A lovely stamp,
accompanied by a 2016 Greene Foundation certificate
...........................................................................Unitrade $350

50

 #30c 1880s 15c deep violet Large Queen, on Very Thick
Paper, used with three partial strikes of the BC crown cancels
and well centered. A lovely fault-free stamp (scarce thus), very
fine. Accompanied by a 2010 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

51

* #33 1868 3c bright red Large Queen, on Laid Paper, mint
with original gum, hinged and centered to top, fine. Accompanied by a (pink) 2016 Greene Foundation certificate stating “ repaired vertical tear at top centre extending as vertical
crease through the centre”. Still one of the approximately 10
known mint copies, and the first we have handled with original gum.
.....................................................................Unitrade $37,500

Small Queens Scott #34-47

x52
52

54

*/** #34-47 Collection of Mint Small Queens, with #s
34 (two shades, one has gum disturbance the other has no
gum), 35 (lightly hinged), 36 (hinged), 39 (regummed), 40
(hinged), 41 (hinged), 41i (no gum), 42 (hinged), 43 (fresh,
never hinged), 44 (hinged), 45 (hinged, faults), 46 (no gum)
and 47 (hinged). A fine to very fine group.
............................................................................. Scott $5,235

53

* #34/41 1890s Group of Mint Small Queens, with a ½c
(pair), 1c (pair) and 3c (pair and strip of three). All are fresh,
with full original gum and lightly hinged. 
.................................................................................Scott $470

54

E/P #34P 1882 ½c black Small Queen Plate Proof, on India
paper, with large even margins all around including part of the
printer’s imprint at left. Very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

55

** #35 1890s 1c yellow Small Queen, mint, with full original
gum, never hinged. A lovely stamp possessing large margins,
bright colour and very fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade $180

56

E/P #35P 1870s 1c yellow orange Small Queen Plate
Proof, on card-mounted India paper, large even margins all
around, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

57

(*) #36i 1890s 2c green Small Queen Plate Block of eight,
with full Boggs Type VII plate inscription in the centre of the
bottom selvedge. Stamps are unused (no gum) with hinge reenforcements on back, fine-very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $200

59

 #37, 41 Stockbook Full of 3c Small Queens, mostly second Ottawa printings, with 2,096 stamps, plus another 52x
1c SQ and 19x 2c SQ. Not much in postmark interest, but we
did note a few town cancels, a block of 8 and a block of 4, etc.
Overall fine or better.
.............................................................................Scott $1,788

60

* #38 1876 5c slate green Small Queen, mint, with full original gum, hinged, fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

56

55

57

58

x61

60

 #35viii 1895 1c yellow orange Small Queen with Long
Strand of Hair Variety, used with Montreal 1895 c.d.s. cancel
(away from the clear variety), centered to top right. Accompanied by a 2016 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
.................................................................................... Est $100

61

 #38, 42 Stock Page Full of 5c Small Queens, with 98
stamps total, from both Montreal and Ottawa printings, some
cancel interest including corks, duplex numerals, c.d.s, etc.
Catalogued as all #42 only. Overall fine or better, with many
very fine or jumbo copies.
................................................................................ Scott $514

15

Small Queens continued
62

 #39 Group of 6c yellow brown Used Small Queens, an old
time group with 38 stamps, with a variety of cancels including
some better. A great lot for the specialist, as there ought to be
different perforations, position dots, shades or other varieties. A nice lot. 
.............................................................................Scott $1,045
68

* #45c 1897 10c brown red Small Queen, Imperforate horizontal pair, with large margins all around, mint with full original brownish yellow gum, hinged. Very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $750

Jubilee Issue Scott #50-65

63

 #40, 45, 45a 1880s-90s Group of Three Used 10c Small
Queens, all are very fine centered, #40 with cork cancel, #45
with Ottawa roller cancel and #45a with Toronto datestamp
MAR.16.1894.
...........................................................................Unitrade $270

64

 #41 Stockbook Full of 3c Small Queens, mostly second
Ottawa printings, with 2,880 stamps, with about one third or
more having c.d.s town cancels (and a few duplex or broken
circles), many socked on the nose and dated. A nice group for
town cancels or study, etc. Overall fine or better.
............................................................................. Scott $2,304

65

 #44 1896 8c violet black Small Queen, used with socked
on the nose c.d.s. cancel from Hamilton, dated Jan 4, 1898.
A lovely stamp, with large, even margins all around, extremely
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

66

 #44, 72, 82 Collection of Fully Dated Queen Victoria 8c
Values, with 8c Small Queen (62 different dates from Sep
93 to Aug 98), 8c Leaf (14 different dates from Jan 98 to Oct
98) and 8c Numeral (2 different dates from Nov 98 to Dec
98). We note nice c.d.s. or other town cancels and overall nice
quality. Fine or better. 
.................................................................................... Est $350

67

 #45 1890s 10c dull rose Small Queen, wholesale lot of
40 copies, with a variety of cancels, mostly all dull rose but
includes a few variations on the shades. Overall fine to very
fine group. 
............................................................................. Scott $2,200

16

x69

x70

69

* #50-57 1897 ½c to 10c Jubilee Short Set, all mint hinged,
the 5c and 10c each have a pulled perf, else fresh and fine or
better.
................................................................................ Scott $812

70

* #50-60 1897 ½c to 50c Jubilee Short Set, all mint lightly
hinged with good colours, centering varies from fine to very
fine.
.............................................................................Scott $1,738

x71

72

71

*/** #50/64 1897 ½c to $4 Jubilee Mint Group, all hinged
except for the 1c and 2c, and includes the ½c to 5c, 8c to
15c, 50c, $1 and $4 (eleven different stamps in all). All are
sound and have fresh colours except the 2c which has an irregular foot. A nice lot, with centering being fine to very fine.
............................................................................. Scott $3,732

72

** #55 1897 6c yellow brown Jubilee, mint never hinged,
very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

73
73

74

* #57 var 1897 10c brown violet Jubilee Variety, mint
hinged, with “kiss print” in upper left quadrant, along with
a strong horizontal line in bottom margin. Fine-very fine with
fresh colour, and an interesting item for the Jubilee enthusiast. Accompanied by a 2017 Greene Foundation certificate.
.................................................................................... Est $150

76

79

** #64 1897 $4 purple Jubilee, mint never hinged, fine. Accompanied by a 2017 Greene Foundation certificate stating
“lightly faded”.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,400

80

* #64 1897 $4 purple Jubilee, mint, and appears never
hinged but is accompanied by a 2016 Greene Foundation
certificate indicating “light hinge mark”, plus a set of photographs attempting to prove the fact. The back of the stamp
has two expert handstamps (Roger Calves and Roumet)
which are placed in the middle of the stamp indicating they
assessed it as never hinged. All in all a fresh and very fine
stamp.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

81

* #65 1897 $5 olive green Jubilee, mint hinged, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

76

 #59 1897 20c vermilion Jubilee, used with nicely centered broken circle from Toronto, OC 29 / 97. Extremely fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $250
* #61 1897 $1 lake Jubilee, mint hinged, with bright colour
and a very light gum crease, still fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

77

80

79

** #59 1897 20c vermilion Jubilee, mint never hinged, with
a tiny dot in top margin, else fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $300

75
75

74

Leaf Issues Scott #66-73

x82

78

77

* #63 1897 $3 yellow bistre Jubilee, mint hinged, with a
very light gum bend, still fine with deep colour.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

78

* #63 1897 $3 yellow bistre Jubilee, mint hinged original
gum, nicely centered with wide margins, rich colour, fresh and
very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

82

*/** #66-73 1897-98 ½c to 10c Queen Victoria Leaf Set,
with ½c (a VF hinged single and a VFNH sheet margin single),
1c (VF hinged), 2c (VF hinged), 3c (VFNH), 5c (F-VF hinged,
two pulled perfs), 6c (VF hinged), 8c (VF regummed) and 10c
(VF hinged).
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,220

83

 #66-84 1897-1902 Queen Victoria Leaf and Numeral
Sets Used Collection, with one of every basic stamp, plus
extra shades, a thick paper 1c Numeral (Unitrade 75v - unpriced used), a 5c Leaf with a guide dot and plate scratch
(Unitrade 70ii catalogued as fine, pulled perfs.), a 2c purple
Numeral on thick paper, two 5c Numerals on whiter paper,
etc. A nice collection, catalogued as all very fine (except
where noted), two stamps (extra copies) have small faults and
were not counted.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,010
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Leaf Issues Scott #66-73

84

** #66i 1897 ½c black Queen Victoria with Major Re-Entry
on position 1 of an upper plate block of 20, with full plate 1
inscription at top. Mint never hinged, fresh and catalogued as
all fine but a few are better centered. A nice block.
...........................................................................Unitrade $492

x89
89

*/** #85-86 1898 Group of Mint 2c Maps, with #85 in two
NH singles, two hinged singles and a NH block of four, #86 in
five singles (one has no gum, two are hinged and two are NH)
and a block of four (two stamps never hinged). Mostly very
fine.
.............................................................................Scott $1,315

90

 #85-86 Group of Used 1898 Map Stamps, with 27 copies,
variety of shades, many have very nice dated c.d.s. cancels,
and many are very fine centered. 
.................................................................................... Est $100

Numeral Issues Scott #74-84
85

*/** #74-84 1898-1902 ½c to 20c Queen Victoria Mint
Set, with 22 mostly different stamps, as per Unitrade listings.
All hinged unless noted otherwise, with #s 74 (NH), 74i (NH),
75 (NH), 75i, 75ii, 76 (NH), 76 deep shade (NH), 76a (tiny
stain at bottom right), 76ii, 77 (NH), 77a, 78 (NH), 79 (NH),
79b, 80, 81, 82 (two copies), 83, 83i, 84 and 84 distinct
shade. Fine to very fine. 
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,715

86

** #75 1898 1c grey green Queen Victoria Numeral, mint
never hinged, with four large and balanced margins, fresh
and extremely fine. Accompanied by a 2017 Greene Foundation certificate. A lovely stamp.
...........................................................................Unitrade $240

87

(*) #81a 1902 7c olive yellow Queen Victoria Numeral, Imperforate horizontal pair, unused (no gum, as issued), very
fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $800

Imperial Penny Postage and Provisionals Scott #85-88
88

18

** #85-86 1898 2c Map Specialized Mint Group of four
never hinged sheet margin copies, each with full imprint in
margin and plated, with additional varieties described by owner as “retouch at bottom cable”, “line above Australia”, “extra
island above Africa”, “extra Island between 7 and 10”, etc. A
lovely group. 
.................................................................................... Est $150

x91
91

 #85-86 1899 2c Map Used Collection, a lovely collection mounted on four pages, with emphasis on dated town
postmarks, which includes some better scarce towns such
as Valleyfield PEI, Searletown PEI, Steinbach Man, Colchester Ont, St Guillaume d’Upton Que, etc. Also note several early usage dates, with DEC.11. 1898 on a piece from
Kingston, DEC.19.1898 on stamp, DEC.20.1898 on stamp,
DEC.23.1898 on stamp and DEC.24.1898 on torn cover from
Ottawa. We also note shade and other printing varieties and
more. A total of 47 stamps, overall fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $400

92

*/** #87-88 1899 2c on 3c Queen Victoria Surcharge
Mint Group, with the Leaf issue in a single (VF hinged), narrow spacing pair (one stamp hinged, f-vf), upper marginal
block of four (fine, NH) and a narrow spacing Plate 6 strip of
four (2 middle stamps hinged, fine). Also the Numeral issue
with a single (f-vf, hinged), pair (NH but light soiling on gum)
and a block of four (bottom 2 stamps NH, fine). 
.................................................................................... Est $150

King Edward VII Era -- Scott #89-95

x93
93

x94

** #89, 89iii 1903 1c green and blue green King Edward
VII, both fresh with distinct shades, mint never hinged and
very fine to extremely fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $595

94

* #89-95 1903-08 1c to 50c King Edward VII Set, all mint
hinged, with good colours and overall fine centering.
............................................................................. Scott $2,785

95

*/** #89-95 1903-08 1c to 50c King Edward VII Mint
Collection, all hinged except for noted, with distinct shades
and varieties, with #s 89ii, 89iv (upper marginal single, with
hairlines and small tear at bottom), 90 (two blocks of four,
each with bottom stamps NH), 90 (two different shades, one
is NH), 90 (bright shade pair with part plate inscription at top),
90A (pair and marginal block of four), 91, 91i, 92, 92i, 92ii,
93, 93i, 94, 94i and 95. A nice collection, with stamps catalogued as all fine but contains several very fine, so catalogue
value would be higher. 
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,750

98

** #90a 1903 2c carmine King Edward VII, Type II, Imperforate upper marginal plate block of eight, with full plate 13
inscription at top. Mint never hinged, with a few light wrinkles
mostly in top selvedge, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $650

99

** #91 1903 5c blue King Edward VII on Bluish Paper, mint
never hinged, quite fresh and very fine. Accompanied by a
2017 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,400

100

** #92 1903 7c olive bistre King Edward VII, mint never
hinged block of four, fine-very fine. Accompanied by a 2017
Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,220

x96
96

*/**/(*) #89a-93a 1903 1c to 10c King Edward VII, Imperforate, the five low values, each in a horizontal imperforate
pair. The 1c, 5c and 10c have no gum (as issued) the 2c has
hinged gum and the 7c has never hinged gum. All very fine,
fresh and scarce.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,950

101

97
97

99

** #90 1903 2c carmine King Edward VII, mint never
hinged, fresh and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $350

102

101

** #92iii 1903 7c straw King Edward VII, mint never hinged,
fresh and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,400

102

** #93 1903 10c brown lilac Edward VII, mint never hinged,
with very large margins, bright colour and lovely freshness,
extremely fine. Accompanied by a 2017 Greene Foundation
certificate. One of the nicest examples we have handled of
this stamp.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,800
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Quebec Tercentenary Scott #96-103

x103

Admiral Issues Scott #104-140

x104

103

*/** #96-103 1908 ½c to 20c Québec Tercentenary Set,
mint hinged (the 15c is never hinged) and fine to very fine.
.............................................................................Scott $1,323

104

*/** #96-103 1908 ½c to 20c Québec Tercentenary Set,
all mint, and never hinged except the three high values, very
fine. We note an interesting purple ink smear at top of the 10
value and the 7c value is exceptionally well centered, never
hinged with large margins. A nice set.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,655

x105
105

106

x107

 #96-103 1908 ½c to 20c Québec Tercentenary Set,
used, with extra copies of the 2c (98i, hairlines), 5c, 7c and
10c. The owner notes that both 5c stamps have a horizontal
line through “OSTAGE 1908” on one stamp, and “CANADA
POSTAGE 1908” (the whole length of the stamp, actually)
on the other. One 5c also has a vertical line through “P” and
other printing varieties. Catalogued as all very fine. A nice set.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,546

20

108

*/** #104-122 1911-25 1c to $1 Admiral Valuable Mint
Collection, neatly mounted in black mounts on 5 pages. An
extensive collection of 111 mostly different stamps, with
shades (including many better), hairlines, papers, wet and
dry printings, redrawn spandrels, different Dies, etc. A mostly
fresh collection with very nice stamps, including many very
fine centered and some with sheet selvedge (usually to better show strong hairlines). Care and attention was taken to
obtain the best stamp to illustrate the various Unitrade listings. Most stamps are annotated as per Unitrade number,
shade designation, Die, date of issue, etc. We counted 41
never hinged stamps, and owner catalogue value is just over
$20,000. A lovely and clean collection.
.....................................................................Unitrade $20,000

109

*/** #104-134, etc. 1911-1925 Collection of Mint Admirals, starts with the basic set of 18 (missing 1c yellow and 3c
brown, the 5c purple on thin paper is faulty and not counted,
8c blue is XF, 10c bistre is VFNH), the two surcharges are
VFNH, followed by a single of each of the coils (#124 has
short perfs at top) and finally the imperforates each in horizontal pairs. All are hinged unless noted, overall fresh with
centering from fine to very fine. 
............................................................................. Scott $2,059

110

*/** #104a/109a 1911-23 Admiral Booklet Pane Collection, all mint never hinged except where noted, with #s 104a,
105a (hinged in selvedge only), 105b (two stamps lightly
hinged), 105b shade, 106a, 107b (hinged in selvedge only),
107c, 108a (hinged in selvedge only) and 109a. Catalogued
as all fine only, but contains better centered stamps. Panes
hinged in margin only have been catalogued as hinged. 
...........................................................................Unitrade $867

 #96i 1914 Cover with ½c Major Re-Entry a Chateau Laurier illustrated (on back) cover, mailed from Ottawa to Montreal. Franked with four ½c stamps, the top one having the Major
Re-Entry. All tied by OTTAWA/CANADA 24/SP 22/14 3-ring orb
datestamps (plus a free strike alongside), fine-very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $425

107

x108

** #97/103 1908 Québec Tercentenary Group, with six
stamps, each very fine centered and with pristine, never
hinged gum. Two 1c, 2c, 7c, 15c and 20c. We note a few bent
perf tips, still a fresh group.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,510

111
111

114

 #104vii 1911 1c blue green Admiral with Major Re-entry
from position 12LR35, used with slogan cancel, fresh colour,
slight thin and minor crease otherwise fine-very fine. Accompanied by 2009 Richard Gratton certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

115

** #118b 1925 10c yellow brown Admiral, Dry Printing,
a mint never hinged block of four, with all stamps fresh and
very nicely centered, extremely fine. Accompanied by a 2017
Greene Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $960

116

112

113

114

** #108 1918 3c brown Admiral, Dry Printing with Full
Type D Lathework, a mint never hinged block of four, with
stamps all very fine centered and very sharp and complete
lathework impression. The nicest example we have seen.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,250

** #115 1925 8c blue Admiral, Dry Printing, mint never
hinged Plate 2 block of eight, with full plate inscription in top
selvedge. Lightly hinged in selvedge only with light overall toning, partly also on gum, fine-very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $840
** #116 1912 10c plum Admiral, mint never hinged, fresh
and very fine. Accompanied by a 2016 Greene Foundation
certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

117

116

** #120 1925 50c black brown Admiral, Dry Printing, mint
never hinged, fresh and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $390

117

** #120 1925 50c black brown Admiral, Dry Printing, mint
never hinged, fresh and nicely centered, extremely fine. Accompanied by a 2017 Greene Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $390

118

 #123-134 Collection of Used Admiral Coils, mostly all in
pairs, with a few extra singles and extra shades, #124 is in a
fine strip of three (pulled perfs at bottom), and includes War
Tax issues, including two pairs of MR7a. Overall fine, and includes some very fine centered stamps. 
................................................................................ Scott $899

119

*/** #123/134 1913-24 Admiral Coil Collection, all mint
and fresh, with #s 123 (NH pair), 124 (pair with NH bottom
stamp), 125 (two pairs, one NH and one without gum), 126 (a
NH pair, a NH single and a hinged single), 126a (hinged pair),
127 (two hinged singles), 127ii (hinged pair), 128 (hinged
pair), 128a (hinged pair), 129 (two hinged singles, one has
short perfs), 130 (pair with one NH stamp), 131 (hinged pair),
131ii (NH pair), 132 (hinged pair), 133 (NH pair with natural
gum skip) and 134i (hinged pair). All catalogued as fine only,
but contains some better centered stamps, so catalogue will
be higher. 
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,074

120

*/** #125/130 1912-1924 Group of Mint Admiral Coil
Pairs, Perforated 8 Vertically, with #s 125, 125ii, 126d (NH),
127, 127ii, 129 (NH) and 130b. All hinged except the two
pairs noted and catalogued as all very fine centered. 
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000
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Admiral Issues continued

121

** #130 1924 3c carmine Admiral Coil, Wet Printing, Die I,
Perforated 8 Vertically, a mint never hinged pair, very nicely
centered, extremely fine. Accompanied by a 2017 Greene
Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $500

124

122

123

22

125

124

** #131iv 1918 1c dark green Admiral Experimental Coil,
Perforated 12 Horizontally, with Two Large Holes Between
Stamps, mint never hinged pair, fine-very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $320

125

** #132 1915 2c carmine Admiral Coil, Perforated 12 Horizontally, a mint never hinged strip of four, fresh with a very
light spot of toning on back of top stamp, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $600

126

(*) #135a 1917 3c brown Fathers of Confederation, Imperforate, vertical pair, unused (no gum, as issued), with a tiny
tear in the upper right margin, fine-very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $650

** #130a 1924 3c carmine Admiral, Wet Printing, Die I,
Perforated 8 Vertically, Imperforate Horizontally, with Trace
of Lathework Type D a mint never hinged bottom corner
block of four, very fine. Accompanied by a 2017 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate. A scarce block.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,250

** #130a 1924 3c carmine Admiral, Wet Printing, Die I,
Perforated 8 Vertically, Imperforate Horizontally, mint never hinged block of four, very well centered, quite fresh and
extremely fine. Accompanied by a 2017 Greene Foundation
certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,750

x127
127

*/** #136-138 1924 1c to 3c Admiral Imperforate Set
of mint blocks of four, each with a sheet margin. The 1c is
hinged at top by has disturbance on bottom pair so is catalogued as hinged. The 2c is never hinged and the 3c is never
hinged but has small tears in the outer sheet margin not affecting the stamps. Very fine lot.
...........................................................................Unitrade $800

x128
128

129

(*)/** #136-138 1924 1c to 3c Admiral Imperforate Group
of mint blocks of four, with a right sheet margin block of four
of the 3c, with “R-GAUGE” and half a cutting arrow in the margin, fresh and never hinged. The 1c to 3c regular imperforate
set is without gum. Very fine lot.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,100

*/** #138 1924 3c carmine Admiral Imperforate Plate
Block of Eight, with Full Type D Lathework, from Plate 127,
mint with a small hinge between the top middle stamps only,
leaving the plate strip of four never hinged. Fresh and very
fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $750

130

** #138i 1924 3c carmine Admiral, Imperforate, a lovely
sheet margin block of 36, with ideal pyramid guide in centre
at left, fresh and very fine. A great showpiece.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,200

131

(*)/** #139b, 140c 1926 2c on 3c carmine Admirals with
Surcharge Varieties, with #139b (mint never hinged, fine)
and #140c (unused no gum, with very light toning at left, next
to the blind perforation mentioned for the record, very fine).
...........................................................................Unitrade $650

132

 #140 1926 2c on 3c carmine Admiral Surcharge, a full
used upper right sheet of 100, with selvedge on top and right
(missing two small pieces), straight edged on other 2 sides,
showing the full printer’s imprint at top “T-7-OTTAWA-No-A 116
944 AT”. We note vertical printer’s guide lines running along
the whole length of in the selvedge at right, , strongest at the
position where the pyramid guide is usually located. All the
stamps are cancelled by wavy crayon lines and virtually all
are very fine centered. The sheet still retains its full gum, and
there is separation between a few stamps. A rare used sheet.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,000

133

 #140 1926 2c on 3c carmine Admiral Surcharge, a full
used upper left sheet of 100, with complete selvedge on top
and left, straight edged on other 2 sides, showing the full
printer’s imprint at top “T-7-OTTAWA-No-A 115 944 AT” plus
two cutting arrows. We note light vertical printer’s guide lines
running along the whole length of in the selvedge at left. All
the stamps are cancelled by horizontal plus vertical wavy
crayon lines and virtually all are very fine centered. The sheet
still retains its full gum. A rare used sheet.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,000
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Admiral Issues continued
134

135

139

** #MR3a 1916 2c + 1c carmine Admiral War Tax, Die II,
mint never hinged, perfectly centered, fresh and extremely
fine. Accompanied by a 2014 P.S.A.G. certificate grading it as
“95 og NH”.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

140

(*) #MR4b 1916 2c + 1c brown Admiral War Tax, Die I, Imperforate left marginal single, with security punch. Unused
(no gum, as issued) and very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $50

141

** #MR5 1916 2c + 1c carmine Admiral War Tax, Perforated 12 x 8, a mint never hinged block of 15. A fresh block
with bright colour and catalogued as all fine-very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,700

 #140 1926 2c on 3c carmine Admiral Surcharge, a full
used upper left sheet of 100, with complete selvedge on top
and left, straight edged on other 2 sides, showing the full
printer’s imprint at top “T-7-OTTAWA-No-A 117 944 AT” plus
two cutting arrows. Left selvedge shows the pyramid guide
(#139iii, unpriced as used). All the stamps are cancelled by
vertical wavy crayon lines and virtually all are very fine centered. The sheet still retains its full gum and there is much
separation, especially down the middle where only two
stamps hold the sheet together. A rare used sheet.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,000

** #140c 1926 2c on 3c Admiral Surcharge With Varieties,
in a mint never hinged block of four, with the top pair showing
a double surcharge, one being inverted. Bottom surcharges
normal, very fine. Accompanied by a 2017 Greene Foundation certificate stating “messy ink splatters across all stamps,
straight edge at bottom”. A scarce block.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

Admiral War Tax Scott #MR1-MR7
136

137

* #MR1-MR7 1915 Admiral War Tax Mint Collection, with
MR1-2, MR3 (both Dies), MR4 (one Die I and two Die II), MR5,
MR6 and MR7 (both Dies). All hinged and fine to very fine
centered. 
................................................................................ Scott $880
*/** #MR1/MR4 1915 Group of Mint Admiral War Tax
Overprints, hinged unless noted otherwise, with MR1 (NH),
MR2 (two NH copies, one has gum disturbance), MR2B,
MR2Bi (with small tear at top), MR2C (bit of gum soaking at
top), MR2D, MR3 (two shades), MR3a (Die II), MR4 (Die II,
one NH and a different shade hinged), MR4a (Die I), MR5
(NH), MR6 (pair, with one stamp NH) and MR7 (two pairs, one
is never hinged). All catalogued as fine but some are better
centered. 
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,538

x138
138

24

Confederation Series Scott #135, 141-148

139

** #MR2B/MR2D 1915 5c, 20c and 50c Admiral Overprinted WAR TAX, all three are mint never hinged and fresh,
the 5c and 20c are fine and the 50c is very fine but has a light
corner crease.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,075

142

** #141-148, E3 1927 Canada Post Office “1867 Confederation 1927” Leatherette Presentation Album, with the
complete 1927 Confederation and Historical Issue sets, all
mint never hinged and mainly fine centered. The presentation
album is fresh, very fine and scarce.
.................................................................................... Est $200

x143
143

** #146b-148b 1927 5c to 20c Historical Issue Set, Imperforate Vertically, each in a mint never hinged horizontal pair,
very fine and fresh.
...........................................................................Unitrade $720

Scroll Issue Scott #149-161
146

** #155b 1928 10c Mount Hurd, Imperforate Vertically, a
mint never hinged upper right plate block of four, very fine
and fresh. Catalogue value is for normal block, and does not
include a premium for the plate inscription. Very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $750

147

** #156a 1929 12c grey Québec Bridge, Imperforate horizontal pair, mint never hinged, fresh and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $375

148

** #157a 1928 20c dark carmine Harvesting Wheat, Imperforate horizontal pair, mint never hinged, fresh and very
fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $375

149

** #157c 1929 20c dark carmine Harvesting Wheat, Vertical Pair Imperforate Horizontally, with sheet margin at left,
mint never hinged, fresh and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $375

x144
144

** #149b-159a 1928-28 1c to $1 Scroll Issue Set, Imperforate, with each value in a lovely horizontal imperforate pair,
very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,212

x145
145

** #149e-159c 1929 1c to $1 Scroll Issue Set of Vertical
Pairs, Imperforate Horizontally, mint never hinged, fresh and
extremely fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,325

25

Scroll Issue continued

150

** #158 1929 50c dark blue Bluenose, mint never hinged,
fresh and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $700

151

** #158-159 1929 50c and $1 Never Hinged Group, with
four copies of the 50c Bluenose and one $1 Parliament, all
mint never hinged and fine centered. 
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,575

Queen Elizabeth II Era (1953-) -- Scott #321 and on

x155

152

155

** #1-ST, 2-ST Lot of Three Scarce Stick ‘N Tic Items, with
two different “Test Proofs”, the 1983 which Bileski describes
as “one of 13 unused that exist in the world”, the 1984 is
described as having had 24 pairs printed and “only 4 pairs
were left undivided as enclosed”. Also an item which Bileski
describes as “the supreme rarity” which is the 1984 label
with inverted die cut, described as “inverted error, and only
8 examples exist”. Very fine lot, accompanied by a “Bileski BiWeekly Offer” which lists all of his Stick ‘N Tic items for sale.
His retail for these three items was $400.
.................................................................................... Est $150

156

** #294 1950 50c dull green Oil Wells, two mint never
hinged plate blocks of 25, each from top of sheet with plate
block at upper right and selvedge on three sides. Fresh, with
all stamps very fine except for one stamp at the bottom of one
block has a small tear. Scarce stamp in large blocks. 
...........................................................................Unitrade $624

(*) #159a 1929 $1 olive green Parliament, Imperforate, an
unused (no gum) upper left sheet corner plate block of eight.
Fresh and extremely fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $5,760

Medallion Issue etc. Scott #184-210
153

** #209 1934 10 olive green Loyalists Statue, upper left
sheet corner block of 25 (5 x 5), mint never hinged, catalogued as all fine only, but some are better centered. 
...........................................................................Unitrade $750

King George VI Era (1937-1952) -- Scott #231-320
154

** #252-253 1942 3c and 4c War Issue Group, with the 3c
in a Plate 19 block of 24, from the bottom of the sheet, showing a clear “cracked plate” variety in margin. Catalogued as
fine never hinged ($143). Also a mint never hinged block of
76 of the 4c, very fine ($228). 8
...........................................................................Unitrade $371

Detail Lot 157
157

26

E/P #326DP 1953 2c Queen Elizabeth II Karsh Die Proof in
dark green, on a glazed surface card measuring 55 x 62 mm,
affixed to a larger card. The die has number “XG-973” above
image plus the printer’s inscription below the image. Note two
tiny marks on the die card plus a minor crease at top left of
the larger card, else very fine and rarely offered.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,500

158

** #337p-341p 1962 1c to 5c Queen Elizabeth II Wilding,
Winnipeg Tagged, set of 5 different values in mint never
hinged sheets of 100. Very fine and ex. Bileski with his description enclosed.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,640

159

** #459ii 1969 6c orange Queen Elizabeth II, Fluorescent
Ink, Perforated 10 x 10, wholesale lot of 33 stamps in pairs
and blocks plus one single. Very fine, mint never hinged. 
...................................................................... Unitrade $1,650

160

** #582-585 1972 15c Earth Sciences, wholesale lot of
plate blocks, with 52x UR, 83x LL, 58x UL and 46x LR for a
total of 239. Very fine never hinged. 
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,987

161

** #585b 1972 15c Earth Sciences, Tagged, wholesale lot
of 50 miniature panes of 16, GT2, still in original sealed package from Canada Post. Very fine never hinged. 
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

162

** #593b 1976 8c blue Queen Elizabeth II, Plate 6, Perforated 13.0 x 13.3, printed by BABN, wholesale lot of 86 plate
blocks, mint never hinged, very fine. 
...........................................................................Unitrade $430

163

** #600i, 600iii 1972 $1 Vancouver on Horizontally Ribbed
Paper, wholesale lot, with 4 plate blocks, 9 blocks of 4, 17
singles and 36 singles each presented in a glassine with
a regular to compare. Also includes two $1 Vancouver on
ribbed paper with the short dollar flaw. Very fine, mint never
hinged. 
.................................................................................... Est $100

164

** #723Ab 1978 (50c) Prairie Street Scene with Brown Inscriptions Omitted, mint never hinged single, very fine. Also
known as the “ghost town” variety. Accompanied by a 2017
Greene Foundation certificate. A striking modern variety, with
only 150 known.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,000

165

** #742iv 1977 Angelic Choir with Double Black Print,
a full pane of 50 (folded in half) with plate inscriptions all
around and showing a so-called “kiss-print” on most stamps,
to varying degrees. Very fine and catalogues at $100 per
stamp. Accompanied by a full sheet of field stock 38c Regiments.
.................................................................................... Est $150

166

** #1123i 1987 34c Nelson-Miramichi Post Office, with
Double Tagging, wholesale lot of 47 stamps in blocks or corner blocks, a pair and a single. Very fine, mint never hinged.
Del Peters no. T2, catalogues these at $25 each stamp.
...........................................................................Unitrade $940

x167
167

#1175a 1990 61c Timber Wolf Perforated 13.1, two Priority Post receipts, each bearing two strips of five plus another
25c stamp totaling (each) a rate of $6.35 (the rate on the
receipts is indicated as $6.45). Postmarked 18.DEC.1990 in
period for this scarcer perforation. Stamps alone catalogue
$160. Very fine and an unusual usage of this perf variety.
...................................................................................... Est $50

168

** #1250ii 1989 38c Canadian Infantry Regiments full
plate inscription sheet of 50, mint never hinged and very fine.
Catalogue value is for four plate blocks plus 17 se-tenant vertical pairs. 
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,038

169

** #1359ii 1994 43c Flag Over Field with Double Impression, mint never hinged block of four, with clear doubling of all
colours, very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $300

170

** #1367, 1368, 1372 Group of Fruit Tree Plate Blocks,
with quantities of three different issues, in glassines with
matched sets and single plate blocks, all very fine mint never
hinged.
...........................................................................Unitrade $420

171

** #1375 var 1994 ($1) Court House with Perforation Shift
a mint never hinged single, with vertical perforations shifted
resulting in the value being almost invisible and buildings cut
off at right. Accompanied by a 2017 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
.................................................................................... Est $100
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Queen Elizabeth II Era continued
172

** #1442iv 1992 42c Canada in Space with “Meteor
Shower”, to varying degrees on the hologram stamps in a full
pane of 20, mint never hinged, very fine. 
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,000

173

 #2265b 2008 52c Hockey Players with Die Cutting Omitted, properly tied onto piece, with large margins and a wrinkle
at top left, commonly found on these as the sender tried to
pull it off from the booklet. Accompanied by a 2017 Richard
Gratton AIEP certificate as well as a regular for comparison.
Unitrade catalogues a mint never hinged pair at $400.
.................................................................................... Est $100

177

/** #2844 Group of Three Interesting Modern Items, with
#455 (mint never hinged corner block of four, precancelled,
cat $180), #1250ii (UL plate block of Regiments, Cat. $250)
and #2844 (Unissued Hoodoos UNESCO souvenir sheet cancelled first day of issue, cat. $60). A very fine group. 
...........................................................................Unitrade $490

178



179

** $2.50 Kiosk Stamps Error Strip, issued at the Vancouver
Main Post Office from 2016.10.31 to 2016.11.25 inclusive
showing the 18-digit code. Error strip of six (instead of five)
stamps with printing shifts of the $2.50 denomination and
18-digit code affecting all but the bottom copy of the strip, to
different degrees. Scarce.
.................................................................................... Est $350

174

173

** #1764b 1998 45c Angel, Perforated 13.1 x 13.6, mint
never hinged, very fine. About 500 mint copies are known,
one of Canada’s modern rarities.
...........................................................................Unitrade $500

174

** #1764b 1998 45c Angel, Perforated 13.1 x 13.6, mint
never hinged LR plate block, very fine. About 500 mint copies are known, one of Canada’s modern rarities and Unitrade
states “plate blocks are very rare”.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,500

175

176

** #2008a 2003 49c Male Leaf, with Die Cutting and Tagging Omitted, in a block of four, mint never hinged and very
fine. Accompanied by a 2017 Richard Gratton AIEP certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $400

#2844 2015 Unissued Hoodoos UNESCO Souvenir
Sheet Official Canada Post First day Cover, very fine and
scarce.
...........................................................................Unitrade $400

Back of Book -- Complete Booklets

Interested in consigning your material?
Please contact Stéphane Cloutier at:

stephane@sparks-auctions.com
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180

** Group of 33 Booklets, 1940s to Caricature issue. We
note better such as BK34a (two, at $18 each), BK34c ($18),
BK34d (two in French at $75 each), BK59d (Fluorescent Ink
$60) and more. Overall very fine.
...................................................................................... Est $75

181

** #BK63b, BK180B Group of Booklets with BK63b (with
perforated centre gutter) accompanied by a Bileski description stating that these have “considerable rarity”. Opened,
still very fine. Also a wholesale lot of 12 BK180B (Perf 13,
with glued flap, no Ti), very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $540

182

** #BK91d 1986 29c Christmas Booklets, Perforated 12½
Horizontally, wholesale lot of 24 unfolded booklets, fresh and
very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,400

183

** #BK111A 1990 Flag Booklet, Perforated 12½ x 13,
wholesale lot of 25 booklets, all very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,250

Back of Book -- Semi-Postals Scott #B1-B18
184

** #B1-B12 1974-1976 Olympics Semi-Postals, wholesale
lot of 16 complete sets of plate blocks, each in its own glassine and ready for resale. Mint never hinged, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $652

Back of Book -- Airmails Scott #C1-CE4
185

*/** #C1-C8 Group of Mint Air Mail Blocks and Singles,
with seven blocks of four, including C1 (Plate 1 block), C2,
C3, C4 (x2), C5 (Plate 1 block) and C6 (UL plate block). Also
a number of singles, including C1 (two never hinged singles
including a corner sheet margin one), C2 (NH), C3 (x2 NH), C5
(x8, including 6 NH) and a few more. The blocks are mostly
lightly hinged, and centering varies from fine to very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

186

*/** #C1-CE4 1928-46 Mint Air Mail Collection, with one
of every issue including the Special Delivery Air Mails. There
are additional stamps included, with a block of four of C1, a
C3 with a variety on the left part of the surcharge (obliterating bars touching), and a C5ii “Moulting Wing” variety. Mix of
hinged and never hinged, and fine to very fine. C2 is very fine
never hinged.
................................................................................ Scott $419

Back of Book -- Semi-Official Airmails Scott #CL1-CL52

187

** 1933 Canadian Airways Limited Roessler Production,
a mint never hinged complete pane of four. According to
Longworth-Dames, these bogus labels were designed copying the company’s official envelope, using the same design of
airplane and reversing the trees, etc. There is a light pen mark
affecting both left stamps, still quite fresh and desirable.
.................................................................................... Est $350

188

** #CL4c 1924 (25c) red Laurentide Air Service Semi-Official Air Mail, Rouletted Horizontally, mint never hinged pane
of two with margin at top, with red and light red stamps. Very
fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $825

189

** #CL7c 1926 (25c) red Jack V. Elliot Air Service SemiOfficial Air Mail, Perforated 11½, mint never hinged pane of
8, with gutter in middle and tête-bêche stamps. Very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $7,000

190

** #CL8 1926 (25c) Elliot Fairchild Air Service Semi-Official Airmail, a mint never hinged full pane of eight, including
two “tall R” varieties in position 2 and 4. Fresh and very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $675
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Back of Book -- Semi-Official Airmails continued

x191
191

E/P #CL47Pi 1929 Commercial Airways Ltd. “Via Air”
Proofs, on thick white card. Includes the black and violet colours, each in a top of the sheet pair, so each pair includes
CL47Pi and CL47iv which has the “broken C in Commercial”
variety. Both cards are hinged at the top and both have “Kessler” owners handstamps on the back. Very minor bends
mentioned for the record, still very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,800

195

** #CL50c 1930 10c orange Commercial Airways Imperforate, a mint never hinged vertical sheet margin pair. Identified
by owner as positions 4 and 6. Top stamp has a small orange
line to the bottom of B.C. on the map and bottom stamp has a
small white dot over the second “C” of Commercial. These are
unlisted varieties in Unitrade. Light horizontal crease across
lower stamp (not noticeable from the front) and a few minor
gum bends, still very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $375

Back of Book -- Special Delivery Scott #E1-E11
196

*/** #E1-E11 1898-1946 Special Delivery Mint Collection, all hinged unless noted otherwise, with E1 (VF), E1b (F),
E1ii (VF), E1iv (VF, no gum) (these catalogued per Unitrade),
E2 (two shades), E3 (single plus sheet margin block of four,
with large part plate 1 inscription and three NH stamps), E4
(NH), E5 (NH), E6 (4 NH singles, 1 hinged single, NH pair with
Plate 1 inscription at top, NH block of 4, LL Plate No. 1 block,
2 stamps NH), E7, E8 (NH), E9-E11. The plate blocks were
catalogued as regular stamps and the stamps are fine to very
fine. 
............................................................................. Scott $2,011

197

*/** #E1ii 1898 10c yellowish green Special Delivery,
without shading in value tablet, a mint plate block of four, with
bottom two stamps never hinged. Part plate 1 inscription in
top selvedge, alongside a crossed-out printing order number,
very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,600

198

*/** #E3, E9 Group of Mint Special Delivery Stamps, with
a left margin block of four of E3, showing part of Plate 1 inscription in margin (lightly hinged and fine-very fine), a never
hinged block of E9 and a plate 1 block of E9, hinged with a
small gum loss on top two stamps. Latter two are very fine
centered. Also includes a number of mint hinged singles (a
few with gum disturbance). 
.................................................................................... Est $100

x192
192

E/P #CL47Pi 1929 Commercial Airways Ltd. “Via Air” Proof
Singles, on thick white card. Includes the black, the orange
and violet colours, each with sheet margin at side. Very fine
and hinged.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

193

/*/** #CL48, 48a, 80 1930 Group of 10 Commercial Airways Ltd. “Air Fee” Stamps, includes two CL50 10c orange
(one is mint hinged the other without gum), eight CL48 (4 are
used one of which is a CL48a the break in oval variety). Also a
mint never hinged block of four with minor gum bends and a
crease in the selvedge at left. Used stamps were catalogued
as mint hinged. 
.......................................................................... Unitrade $180

194

30

** #CL50 1930 10c orange Commercial Airways Ltd., mint
never hinged full pane of 10, with a few minor gum bends or
crazing, very fine. A scarce pane.
...........................................................................Unitrade $250

Back of Book -- Registration Scott #F1-F3

202

** #F1 1875 2c orange Registration, perforated 12, mint,
with full original never hinged gum, very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $450

x203
199

** #E5a 1932 10c henna brown Special Delivery, Imperforate, mint never hinged top sheet margin vertical pair, very
fine. Accompanied by a 2016 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,600

203

*/** #F1, F2 1890s 2c and 5c Registration, both have original gum, the 2c is never hinged. Each is fresh and catalogued
as fine only.
...........................................................................Unitrade $250

x204

200

E/P #E8P 1938 20c dark carmine Special Delivery Plate
Proof, on card-mounted India paper, a scarce sheet margin
block of four, very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,400

204

* #F1-F3 1875-76 1c to 8c Registration Set, all mint hinged,
the 8c has very light staining caused by hinges. The 5c value
is from an early printing with the characteristic streaky gum,
which is very rarely seen on this value. A fine set.
...........................................................................Unitrade $525

205

 #F1-F3 1875-96 1c to 8c Registration Collection, all
used, with #s F1 (4 copies), F1a, F1i, F1b (two shades), F2,
F2a (two copies), F2b (three copies) and F3 (a few faults). A
mostly very fine collection. 
...........................................................................Unitrade $650

x206

201

206

(*)/*/** #F1-F3 1875-96 Group of Mint Registration
Stamps, with F1 (og NH, with natural gum skip), F1 (og,
hinged, crease), F1v major re-entry (fine hinged), F1a (pulled
perf), F1b (hinge remnant and small faults), F2 (three shades,
each with gum-related issues) and F3 (a nice stamp without
gum). All catalogued as fine but some are better centered.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,050

207

* #F1b 1888 2c deep rose carmine Registration, mint with
full original gum, hinged and fine-very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $375

** #E10a 1942 10c green Special Delivery, Imperforate
sheet margin block of four, mint never hinged, with small
“HHH” owner’s handstamp (Henry H. Hopkins) on reverse of
each stamp. Very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,400
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208

209

* #F2c 1876 5c green Registration, Imperforate, a mint
vertical pair, with full original gum, hinged. Very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,500

(*) #F3 1876 8c blue Registration, unused (no gum), with
crisp impression, fresh and fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $350

213

 Used Collection on Seven Album Pages, with almost complete small hole perforated (these catalogued by Unitrade)
and overprinted OHMS, plus G overprints. Overall fine or better.
................................................................................ Scott $712

214

** #O1-O49 1949-1963 Complete Collection of Overprinted Officials, including the Air Mail and Special Delivery issues
plus a “blunt G” variety #O45aii. All mint never hinged, fresh
and very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,335

215

** #O1i 1949 1c King George VI Overprinted Official, Narrow Spacing, wholesale lot of 16 sheet margin blocks of 6.
Very fine, mint never hinged.
...........................................................................Unitrade $960

216

** #O3i 1949 3c King George V Overprinted Official, Narrow Spacing, wholesale lot of 37 sheet margin blocks of 6.
Very fine, mint never hinged.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,220

217

** #O13, O16, O17 1950 1c and 2c KGVI Officially Overprinted G and OHMS, three mint never hinged complete
sheets of 100. Includes #O13 (Plate 2, missing a tiny corner
selvedge at bottom left), O16 (Plate 5) and O17 (Plate 1). A
very fine group.
...........................................................................Unitrade $675

218

** #O32/O45 Group of Mint G Overprinted Official Blocks
and Plate Blocks, with an UL #O32 Plate 1, 12x #O38 (all
Plate 1 blocks with matching sets, etc.), 15x #O39 (all Plate
3 or 4, with matching sets, etc.) and 8x #O45 (all field stock
corner blocks, some staple holes in selvedge). All very fine,
mint never hinged.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,250

219

*/** #O32/O49 Group of Mint G Official Plate Blocks and
Singles, with plate blocks O32 (LR), O38 (LR), O39 (LR), O45
(LR) and O46 to O49 (each a LR field stock corner block).
Each of the mentioned blocks and plate blocks are lightly
hinged and accompanied by an extra never hinged margin
single. Overall very fine centering.
.................................................................................... Est $100

Back of Book -- Postage Dues Scott #J1-40
210

*/** #J1/J20 1906-65 Mint Collection, first issue complete
1c and 2c are NH (with additional 1c, 2c and 5c), second issue complete (never hinged except for 1c), third set complete
NH and fourth set missing only the 3c (NH). Fine to very fine.
................................................................................ Scott $631

Back of Book -- Officials Scott #OA1-OAE9, O1-O273,
OC1-OC9, OE1-OE11
211

212

*/** Collection of Mint Officials, all in black mounts on 44
pages in a binder. Starts with 4-hole perforated OHMS singles
and blocks, then overprinted G singles and blocks and larger
blocks, a group of various matched sets of plate blocks, etc.
We note lots of varieties (some listed, some not), such as a 2c
Mufti strip of 5 with 4-hole OHMS perforation shifted to right,
spurs and dots in G overprints, blunt G, flying G, etc. Majority
is NH but a spot check revealed a few hinged singles. High
catalogue value.
.................................................................................... Est $200
*/** Mint Collection on Album Pages, with most of the G
and OHMS overprints, in a mix of hinged and never hinged
stamps, mounted in black mounts. Also includes a set of 5
different KGVI narrow spacing strips of 3 (all NH, and catalogued by Unitrade). Overall mostly very fine.
.............................................................................Scott $1,119

Did you know we have hundreds of more
scans online? Visit our auction online at
https://stampauctionnetwork.com/IK/IK25.cfm

to view more scans.
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Back of Book -- Officially Sealed Scott #OX1-OX4

x220
220

/*/** #OX1/OX4 Group of Three Different Officially
Sealed, with OX1 (unused no gum, fine), OX3 (mint never
hinged, fresh and fine) and OX4 (mint hinged and very fine
centered). Also includes a modern reproduction of the Newfoundland #OX1 (not counted).
...........................................................................Unitrade $450

221

* #OX2-OX4 Group of Mint Officially Sealed Stamps, all
hinged, the OX2 has gum thins and creases, other two (OX3
and OX4) are very fine. 
.................................................................................... Est $100

x226

222

E/P #FB18P/FB36P 1865 Second Bill Issue Plate Proof
Group, with 16 different values, each in attractive horizontal
pairs in colour of issue. 1c to 9c in red, 10c, 30c, 40c and 50c
in blue, $1 red with green centre, $2 red with violet centre
and $3 red with blue centre. All fresh and very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $400

227

** #FEG1-FEG11 1930 King George V Electricity & Gas Inspection, wholesale lot of 28 sets, in singles, sheet margin
singles, blocks of 4, corner blocks of 8, etc. All mint never
hinged and very fine.
....................................................................... van Dam $1,946

228

** #FWT10a 1920 4c blue King George V War Tax, Precancelled “X” in Red, a mint never hinged block of six, fine.
...........................................................................van Dam $780

229

** #TBT31, TBT34 1908 The Bell Telephone Company
Booklet, containing 7 complete panes plus 34 stamps of the
5c green (TBT31) as well as 5 complete panes plus 28 stamps
of the 25c purple brown (TBT34). The 5c values include 29
watermarked stamps and the 25c values include 12 watermarked stamps (both not counted in catalogue value, but van
Dam suggests a premium of 50%). The booklet covers have
light creasing, soiling and a few small pencil notations, still a
very rare booklet and stamps are very fine, never hinged.
.....................................................................van Dam $12,620

E/P #OX2P 1902 Queen Victoria Officially Sealed Plate
Proof, on card-mounted India paper, with large margins and
very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

Back of Book -- Federal Revenues
223

226

/*/** #FB1/FB17 1864 First Bill Issue Collection, with
29 stamps total, mostly used and includes 10 mint or unused
(one is never hinged) and one mint block of four. Where there
is duplication (no more than 2 copies of some) there is usually a perforation variety, annotated by owner. The used are
usually pen cancelled (with some dated) but we note a few
nice c.d.s. Very nice quality, the $2 is toned, rest are fine to
very fine.
...........................................................................van Dam $917

224

*/** #FB7a 1864 7c blue Queen Victoria Bill Stamp with
SFVEN Error, the variety being the lower left stamp in a mint
block of six. All stamps never hinged (including variety) except
for top centre stamp. Fine and a scarce block this nice.
....................................................................... van Dam $1,545

225

/*/** #FB18/QR15 Mint and Used Collection on Quadrille Pages, a very clean collection, neatly displayed on
seven pages, with FB18/FB32, FB37/FB54, NSB1/NSB15
and QR5/QR15. We note a mix of mint and used, with nice
cancels, a few never hinged, a few blocks, etc. Nice overall
quality, fine to very fine.
....................................................................... van Dam $1,566
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230

231

232

34

** #TBT37, TBT40 1909 The Bell Telephone Company
Booklet, containing 7 complete panes of the 5c green
(TBT37) as well as 2 complete panes of the 25c purple brown
(TBT40). The 5c values include 12 watermarked stamps (not
counted in catalogue value, but van Dam suggests a premium
of 50%). The booklet covers are quite clean, a very rare booklet and stamps are mostly very fine, never hinged.
....................................................................... van Dam $8,040

233

** #TCP13 1900 Canadian Pacific Railways Booklet, contains seven mint never hinged panes of 4, plus inter-leaving,
but has one stamp missing on the first pane. An very clean
booklet, with a few accounting pen numbers on both covers
plus a little soiling on back, still rarely seen and very fine.
Catalogue value is for six booklet panes plus three singles.
....................................................................... van Dam $1,170

234

** #TCP16 1903 Canadian Pacific Railways Booklet, containing three mint never hinged panes of 4, plus inter-leaving.
An very clean booklet, with two stamps in each pane partially
separated, front cover is signed, rarely seen and very fine.
Catalogue value is for three booklet panes only.
....................................................................... van Dam $1,080

235

** #TCP18 1905 Canadian Pacific Railways Booklet, containing nine mint never hinged panes of 4, plus inter-leaving.
An immaculate booklet, rarely seen and very fine. Catalogue
value is for nine booklet panes only, plus 6 unattached
stamps.
........................................................................ vanDam $2,400

236

** #TCP22 1909 Canadian Pacific Railways Booklet, containing four mint never hinged panes of 4, plus inter-leaving.
An very clean booklet, signed on front cover and with small
accounting pen number on front. Rarely seen and very fine.
Catalogue value is for four booklet panes only.
....................................................................... van Dam $1,200

** #TBT40 1909 The Bell Telephone Company Booklet
Pane of 16, fresh, very fine and never hinged.
...........................................................................van Dam $720

** #TCP9 1896 Canadian Pacific Railways Booklet, containing three mint never hinged panes of 4, plus inter-leaving.
An immaculate booklet, rarely seen and very fine. Catalogue
value is for three booklet panes only.
...........................................................................van Dam $630

237

** #TCP23 1910 Canadian Pacific Railways Booklet, containing five mint never hinged panes of 4, plus inter-leaving.
An immaculate booklet, signed on front cover, with small accounting numbers, rarely seen and very fine. Catalogue value
is for four booklet panes only.
....................................................................... van Dam $2,160

238

** #TCP24 1911 Canadian Pacific Railways Booklet, containing two mint never hinged panes of 4, plus inter-leaving.
An immaculate booklet, signed on front cover, with a small accounting number in pen, rarely seen and very fine. Catalogue
value is for two booklet panes only.
.......................................................................... van Dam $840

239

** #TCP25 1912 Canadian Pacific Railways Booklet, containing five mint never hinged panes of 4, plus inter-leaving.
An lovely booklet, signed on front cover, with a small accounting number in pen, rarely seen and very fine. Catalogue value
is for five booklet panes only.
....................................................................... van Dam $1,800

240

** #TCP26b 1913 Canadian Pacific Railways Booklet, on
Very Thin Paper, containing four mint never hinged panes
of 4, plus inter-leaving. An pristine booklet, signed on front
cover, with a small accounting number in pen, rarely seen and
very fine. Catalogue value is for four booklet panes only.
....................................................................... van Dam $9,600

241

** #TCP26b 1914 Canadian Pacific Railways Part Booklet
Pane of Two, on Very Thin Paper, mint never hinged, fresh
and very fine. A scarce and undervalued stamp.
...........................................................................van Dam $800

242

** #TCP27 1914 Canadian Pacific Railways Booklet, containing five mint never hinged panes of 4, plus inter-leaving.
A scarce booklet, with a small accounting number in pen on
front cover, rarely seen and very fine. Catalogue value is for
five booklet panes only.
....................................................................... van Dam $4,500

243

** #TCP27 1914 Canadian Pacific Railways Booklet Pane
of 4, mint never hinged, with the usual patchy gum, very fine.
...........................................................................van Dam $600

244

** #TCP30 1917 Canadian Pacific Railways Booklet, containing three mint never hinged panes of 4, plus inter-leaving
and with back cover upside-down. Signed on front cover as
well as back, with a small accounting number in pen and
“Cancelled” across front cover in red crayon. Rarely seen and
very fine. Catalogue value is for three booklet panes only.
....................................................................... van Dam $1,800
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245

** #TCP37 1924 Canadian Pacific Railways Booklet, containing four mint never hinged panes of 4, plus inter-leaving.
Front and back covers are blank and have no printing. Front
cover has pencil year and accounting numbers, back cover
has pencil year only. Rarely seen and very fine. Catalogue
value is for four booklet panes only.
....................................................................... van Dam $3,120

Back of Book -- Provincial Revenues
249

/** #BC5a, SL44 Group of Three Revenues, with a BC5a
(with unlisted inverted watermarked) used pair, accompanied
by a Bileski description of the watermark varieties and saying
these are “very rare” in pairs. Also a SL44 (mint never hinged
with tiny gum disturbances) and a FSC21b proof without serial number (mint hinged, and catalogued as normal stamp
only).
...........................................................................van Dam $475

250

** #SL68-SL78 1974 Saskatchewan Law Stamps, Rouletted, wholesale lot of 11 mint never hinged sets. Very fine.
....................................................................... van Dam $1,320

251

** #SL68-SL78 1974 Saskatchewan Law Stamps, Rouletted, set of mint never hinged plate blocks. According to Bileski,
only 34 sets of these plate blocks exist, and he had these
retailed at $500. Catalogue value given is for stamps only.
...........................................................................van Dam $480

252

** #SL68-SL78 1974 Saskatchewan Law Stamps, Rouletted, complete set in sheets of 50, with plate inscriptions in
bottom margin, very fine and fresh.
....................................................................... van Dam $6,400

Back of Book -- Provincial Wildlife Conservation
Stamps

246

** #TCP39 1926 Canadian Pacific Railways Booklet, containing one mint never hinged pane of 4, plus inter-leaving. A
scarce booklet, with signatures and a small accounting number on front, lightly soiled on back, rarely seen and very fine.
Catalogue value is for a booklet pane only.
...........................................................................van Dam $780

253

** #MW1 City of Winnipeg Wildlife Conservation Stamps,
six complete mint never hinged sheets of 100 for a total of
600 stamps. Very fine.
....................................................................... van Dam $2,400

254

** #MW1 City of Winnipeg Wildlife Conservation Stamps,
etc. with a mint never hinged full sheet of 100 (van Dam
$400). Also a group of 27 Provincial Wildlife sheets with a van
Dam catalogue value of $3,743 (duplication but good variety). Very fine.
....................................................................... van Dam $4,143

British Columbia and Vancouver Island

247

** #TCP40 1927 Canadian Pacific Railways Booklet, containing five mint never hinged panes of 4, plus inter-leaving.
A scarce booklet, with signatures and small accounting numbers in pen on the front cover, plus “Cancelled” in red crayon.
Rarely seen and very fine. Catalogue value is for five booklet
panes only.
....................................................................... van Dam $2,700

Back of Book -- Federal Tobacco Stamps
248

36

/* Collection of Tobacco Revenue Stamps, 1867 to
1890s, for bulk tobacco, cigarettes, chewing, snuff, cigars,
etc. mostly all the long strips type. We counted 112 stamps,
mostly singles, with a few in blocks, a few proofs, with and
without control numbers, and mostly all different and identified by owner. These are mostly all hinged (with old adhesive
tape hinges) into an old time long album on black pages, with
many stamps having hinge stains, and care will be required to
remove the stamps. Else nice overall appearance and seldom
offered.
.................................................................................... Est $100

255



#5 1868 Victoria BC to San Francisco, a 10c green
Washington Wells Fargo & Co. stationery cover franked with
a 5c rose perforated Queen Victoria (Unitrade 5), placed
at upper left and cancelled by a #35 in grid (in blue). The
green Washington stamp is cancelled with an oval Wells &
Fargo / Victoria datestamp, dated “Aug 31”. The cover is endorsed “Victoria Aug 31 / 68” and enclosed a bank draft for
$400. No backstamps and very fine. Accompanied by a 2017
Greene Foundation certificate.
.................................................................................Est $1,500

Nova Scotia

256

257

256

(*) #12 1867 50c on 3d violet Surcharge, Perforated 14,
unused (no gum) and very well centered for issue, fine. Accompanied by a 2017 Greene Foundation certificate.
...........................................................................Unitrade $900

257

 #15 1869 10c on 3d lilac Surcharge, Perforated 12½,
used with part blue cancel, fine. Accompanied by a 2016
Greene Foundation certificate stating “vertical diagonal
crease, blunt perforations”. In our opinion the crease is barely
visible, even in fluid.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,200

261

E/P #8TCv 1860 1c Queen Victoria Trial Colour Plate Proof
in Green, on India paper, in a lovely block of four, extremely
fine and rarely seen.
...........................................................................Unitrade $480

Prince Edward Island

258

 #17 1869 50c on 3d violet Surcharge, Perforated 12½,
used with oval grid numeral cancel and short perf at top, fine.
Accompanied by a 2017 Greene Foundation certificate.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,000
Detail Lot 262

New Brunswick
262

259

Letterhead Sheet from PEI Stamp Dealer Arthur A. Bartlett,
lot of two sheets, each depicting British Columbia, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island stamps in colour. The sheets
both have full “E. & K. Extra Strong Linen” watermarks. One
sheet has a light bend and the other is in pristine condition.
Accompanied by a long article about these sheets written by
Douglas Patrick.
...................................................................................... Est $75

(*) #5 1860 5c brown Connell, Perforated 12, unused (no
gum), trimmed at left, fine. Accompanied by a 1945 RPS London certificate not mentioning the very light marks running
across the middle of the stamp. A presentable example of this
infamous stamp.
....................................................................... Unitrade $8,000

x263
263

260

*/** #6 1860 1c red lilac Locomotive, a mint block of nine,
with four stamps never hinged, pulled perf at bottom left, finevery fine
...........................................................................Unitrade $850

** #11v, 11vi 1872 1c brown orange Queen Victoria, two
mint never hinged pairs, one is imperforate in right sheet margin and the other is imperforate in bottom sheet margin. Fine
and not often seen, especially never hinged.
...........................................................................Unitrade $714

37

Newfoundland

264

269

* #145-182 Group of Mint Sets, 1929 to 1931, complete
from #145 to 182 mint hinged, fine to very fine. 
................................................................................ Scott $535

270

*/** #212-225 1933 1c to 32c Gilbert Issue Set, all in mint
blocks of four, all never hinged except for the 4c, 7c, 8c, 14c
and 24c which have two top stamps lightly hinged. A fresh
and very fine set of blocks, which we have catalogued as two
hinged sets and two never hinged sets. 
................................................................................ Scott $791

271

** #269b 1947 4c light blue Queen Elizabeth II, Horizontal
Pair, Imperforate Vertically, mint never hinged, fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $450

265

264

** #8 1857 8d scarlet vermilion Heraldic, Imperforate,
mint, with full original gum, never hinged. This stamp possesses four large margins all around and is fresh with deep
rich colour and very fine. Accompanied by a 2017 Greene
Foundation certificate. A lovely stamp in all respects.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,500

265

** #8 1857 8d scarlet vermilion Heraldic, Imperforate,
mint, with full original gum, never hinged. This stamp possesses four large margins, including a full sheet margin at
right, and is with lovely fresh colour and extremely fine. Accompanied by a 2017 Greene Foundation certificate. A lovely
stamp in all respects.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,500

x272

266

E/P #C6P-C8P 1931 15c to $1 Airmail Pictorial Issue Plate
Proofs, set of 3, printed in black on thick unwatermarked ungummed paper, very fine. Accompanied by a description by
Bileski (who was then asking $250 for the trio) explaining that
these came from the famous Newfoundland Air Mail collection of Dr. James Matejka.
.................................................................................... Est $350

273

* #OX1i 1905 King Edward VII Officially Sealed on Watermarked Paper, mint hinged, showing large parts of two watermark letters, fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $750

* #59 1894 10c black Schooner, mint hinged block of four,
fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $320

x267

268

267

** #61S-74S 1897 1c to 60c Discovery of Newfoundland
Set, Overprinted SPECIMEN Diagonally in Red, mint never
hinged, fresh and fine to very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,000

268

(*) #144 1923-24 24c Topsail Falls Plate Proof on Thick,
Unwatermarked Paper, upper marginal block of four, fresh
and very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $250

38

272

